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1. INTRODUCTION

'Flooding and other natural disasters destroy and damage capital and

interrupt the production and income generating process. Accordingly, losses

from flooding may include reduced national wealth and income over a given

interval of time. This report focuses primarily upon developing a methodology

for assessing and measuring the economic losses of production of goods and

services as a result of flooding. The methodology for measuring the direct

losses from flooding, the physical damage to property, is well established,

hence will not be dealt with except in the general scheme of evaluating losses

due to flooding.

The losses from flooding are measured using national income and wealth

accounting concepts. The methodology is developed for application at the

level of the individual firm and area economy. The procedures outlined

provide a set of guidelines which an informed analyst can use to make

estimates of the direct business losses, and thus make inferences of the

' employment and income impact on the local economy.

The general outline of this report is as follows. Section 2 reviews

literature relevant to measuring economic loss from natural disasters.

Section 3 deals with the measurement of business losses at the firm level.

Section 4 develops the survey and procedure for estimating business loss.

* Section 5 presents the methodology for estimating the income and employment

effect on the local economy.

b%* ~ S
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2. RELEVANT LITERATURE

The relevant literature on flooding and flood loss is examined in this

" paper as a sub-set of the broader literat~re of natural hazards. Russell

(1970) discusses the problem of defining and estimating a natural hazard

(floods, earthquakes, hurricanes, tornados, etc.). Natural hazards are

defined in relation to the existing human experience of extreme natural events

relative to the norm of what society expects. A natural event becomes a

- hazard when extreme natural events come to impact on humans and/or human

.- activity.

Researchers have taken a variety of approaches toward the measurement of

losses from natural disasters. An investigation by Friesma, et al. (1970)

employed what might be termed a change in growth path approach to measure the

impact on communities. This approach was used to measure the long-run impact

of disasters which struck four communities: Yuba City, California; Galveston,

Texas; Conway, Arkansas; and Topeka, Kansas. The model design used was an

interrupted time-series technique. Economic data series such as employment

and personal income are constructed for ten years prior to the disaster event

and ten years after. The technique measures whether the behavior of the time-

series data after the event represents an undisturbed continuation of the

series from its previous time path. The expected level of the variable

represents an uninterrupted continuation of the trend. The difference between

observed and expected levels represents the measured impact of the disaster

event. The authors point out that Title V of the Disaster Relief Act

Amendment of 1975 creates on paper a federal role in assisting stricken

* communities with long-range economic recovery. The authors conclude that the

measured impact of the disaster is not significant because the rebuilding

'-,-. - .. .% '.',,. '. " ." .f. %*" . .' . *. .' .. . ... *... ''''' ... . :"' ._ "-"-" . "."
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process leaves the community with a new capital stock which tends to give it a

competitive edge over what it had prior to the disaster.

.. A study by Rossi, Weber-Barden, and Pereira (1983) examined a sample of

disaster impacted communities and concluded there appears to be no difference

in population and housing growth patterns with comparable communities that

were not subjected to natural disaster. Household resources, including

insurance, community resources, and outside help from state and federal

governments, were sufficient to restore impacted areas to normal growth

patterns. This study focused on impacted households rather than the community

as a whole. Their reasoning for using this approach is that the typical

natural disaster affects only a small portion of the households in the

community or urban area. Accordingly, the disaster impact on the affected

households tends to be swamped by examining aggregate economic indicators such

as a change in urban area employment. A survey was conducted of 14O0

households which claimed to have been affected by a natural disaster. Their

findings included:

- Average damage costs of flood victims per household is about $8,000 (in

1980 dollars).

- Households not covered by insurance usually obtain aid elsewhere.

- Many households claimed to have incurred increased debt as a result of

the disaster.

- On average floods affect 0.34 percent of U.S. households annually.

Property value analysis is another method that has been used to measure

" losses resulting from natural hazards such as flooding. Domianos ai-1 Shabman
(1976) examined the influence of flood risk on residential land value.

-- Barnard (1978) measured the impact of changing flood hazard from urban

development in the Ralston Creek watershed (Iowa City) on residential property
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values. Both studies indicate that flood hazard has a negative impact on

property values. The Barnard study was able to breakdown the decline in

property value due to flood hazard into two components, (1) the expected

damage from hazard, and (2) the discount associated with flood hazard risk.

The need to establish a baseline against which the impact of a disaster

is to be measured is considered by a number of researchers. Haas, Kates and

Bowden (1977) make this point. They Indicate that after a disaster, public

officials typically speak of rebuilding to make the city better than it was

before. The consequence of this is to seriously affect attempts to estimate

the longrun impact of a natural disaster without an adequate baseline

estimate.

Kates (1965) developed a methodology for measuring industrial flood

losses. He proposes production losses be measured on the basis of value

added. To estimate business losses he developed a methodology of synthesizing

flood loss estimates using stage damage functions wherein the flood stage in

feet is translated into days of production loss. Estimates of damages in lost

value added are computed for an establishment account (the flood impacted

plant) and for the national account (the impact at the national level). Time

deferral measures of the amount of lost production deferred into the future

were developed from plant managers and applied to the production loss

estimates at both the establishment and national level.

A recent study by Ellson, Milliman and Roberts (1984) is a major

contribution to measuring the economic impact of natural disasters. This

study specifically approaches the baseline issue and establishes that the

*: appropriate comparison of the level of economic activity as a result of a

disaster is the comparison of "with and without," rather than "before and

-oafter." This approach emphasizes a methodology that focuses, first, on the

•'.Le.-*-*- ,..--------- .--.... -
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* short-run regional economic effects resulting from damage loss, and second,

the long-run effects on growth patterns of regional income and employment

relative to a baseline forecast. While the article specifically addresses the

measurement of the economic effects of earthquakes, the methodology is

generally applicable to other types of natural disasters.

The Ellson, Milliman and Roberts study develops an econometric model for

measuring the impact of disasters, and provides simulations of the time path

of the economy under baseline and alternative damage scenarios. The

econometric model is developed as a simultaneous system of the Charleston,

S.C. metropolitan area (with interaction among the three counties of the metro

area). The model is constructed in such a way that it can deal with supply

side constraints as a result of damage to the regional capital stock and

transportation system. Also, the model makes possible the measurement of the

loss of capital stock and the pattern of income and employment growth under

alternative scenarios. Finally, the model facilitates measuring stock and

flow concepts as well as aiding in the computation of the present value of the

income and capital series since it provides explicit forecasts of the major

,. economic variables.

The Ellson, Milliman, Roberts study provides an interesting set of impact

* simulations. They begin with a baseline forecast of activity without an

actual event, or threat of an event. Three disaster type events are

simulated: an unanticipated event, an anticipated event, and a false alarm

"- prediction. These simulations provide time paths of income, employment,

population, and changes in the stock of housing and capital. Present value of

regional losses with replacement of housing and capital are also determined.

The event simulations provide interesting comparisons of the impact of

earthquakes, or predictions of earthquakes, on the time path of income and

'P " ."-"-"- .", '.-. ' .•'" ' ... -.-.- ..-.... . ''''""''. ..... -""''''t .. ' ' ''''-'''-' ,. ''"" . ' . ... ,.2 ""
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employment, and on losses of capital stock and its subsequent replacement.

The simulations show clearly how a disaster can cause major losses in wealth

tas a result of destroying or damaging the capital stock, and how the

subsequent rebuilding can increase income and employment. Of particular

interest is the simulation of the false alarm prediction. This simulation

results in the curtailment of investment and causes a reduction in current

income and employment. Also, it does not generate the levels of employment

and income after the alert has been lifted that would have occurred if there

had actually been an earthquake.

This review of literature related to business flood losses is indicative

of the various approaches taken to measure the impact of flooding. The key

points in the evolution of methoaology to assess business losses from flooding

focus on the following points:

1. Early studies pursued a before-after approach as opposed to a

preferred strategy of developirng a baseline study by which a vith

and without comparison of damage can be measured.

2. Researchers indicate the need for an economic model of the economy

to evaluate and assess the impact of a natural hazard event. The

development of regional economic modeling techniques has progressed

to the point this is feasible but still quite costly in terms of

time and money.

3. The measure of lost economic activity can be done in various units

of account, such as employment, capital stock, and value added which

is consistent with our national income accounts. Value added is a

preferred measure in that it is a comprehensive measure consistent

with our national accounts and eliminates the chance of double

counting.
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*3. A EADUMST OF BUSINSSES LOSSES

This section develops a methodology for measuring the lost output and

income as a result of flooding that is consistent with national income

accounting measures. Eckstein's (1958) pioneering study in water resources

discusses the measurement of the indirect flood losses, i.e., the losses of

production of goods and services. The approach used in this study is to link

conventional accounting measures to national income accounting concepts and

measures. Also, the approach is to use measures for which industry statistics

*, by SIC code (Standard Industrial Classification Codes) are available for

comparison purposes.

3.1. National Income Accounting Measures

The national income accounts have become the standard by which we measure

the performance of the economy. The measures link standard accounting

measures (measures used in connection with tax reporting) and economic

measures of the firm so as to develop aggregate measures of the national

economy. The national income and product accounts provide a comprehensive and

internally consistent set of accounts whereby the aggregate income and

production of the economy can be measured for a specific unit of time.

The major components of the national income and products accounts are

shown in Table 1. The income components are listed on the left hand side.

They represent the sources of income originating from production--the

compensation of workers and proprietors, rents and net interest, the corporate

profits and addition to inventory, capital consumption allowances
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Table 1. The Gross National Income and Product Accounts

Gross National Income Gross National Product

Compensation of employees Personal consumption expenditures

Rental income of persons Gross private domestic investment

Net Interest Government purchase of goods and
services

Proprietor's income Net exports of goods and services

Corporate profits and inventory
valuation adjustment

Business transfer payments

Capital consumption allowance

Indirect business tax and
nontax liability

Less: Subsidies less current

surplus of government enterprises

Gross National Income Gross National Product

L

° . - - + - - . - - o . . . . . . - • . + . . .. • . . .. ... ..
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(depreciation), indirect business taxes, less subsidies to business, less

current surplus of government enterprises.

The Gross National Product is the summation of sales of final goods and

services. It includes personal consumption expenditures, private domestic

investment, government purchase of goods and services, and net exports of

goods and services (exports minus imports). The income generated in

production is equal to the final goods and services produced, i.e., the Gross

National Income equals the Gross National Product.

Value added is a measure of the contribution of a given sector, firm, or

establishment to the gross national income and product. It is defined as the

value of production minus cost of intermediate inputs used in production

(materials, supplies, containers, fuel, electricity, contract work, etc.). It

measures, as its name implies, the value added to the product or service being

produced. It eliminates double counting that would take place if inputs used

in the production process were not subtracted from the gross output, value of

shipments, or sales measure of the firm. An example of the value added

concept is depicted in Table 2. The typical loaf of bread has gone through

four stages of production: the production of wheat, the production of flour,

the production of bread, and the production of marketing services. The value

of the final product, bread at retail, measures the contribution to gross

national product of bread. The sum of value added at each stage of production

(the gross national income) equals the contribution to gross national product.

To elaborate on the value added concept, the claims against output which

make up the value added measure in the double entry system of accounts are

shown in Table 3. The claims against output provides the detail of services

of labor, capital and government in the production process. Employee

compensation measures labor services; profits, net interest, and depreciation
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Table 2. Example of Final, Intermediate Goods and Value Added

Seller Buyer Selling Value
Price Added

S.

Bushel of Wheat Farmer Flour Mill * 3.00 * 3.00

Bag of Flour Flour Kill Bakery 4.00 1.00

10 Loaves of Bread Bakery Retailer 7.50 3.50

Bread at retail Retailer Consumer 10.000 2.50

$241.50 $10.00"

". ' Final sale of goods and services = $10.00

n* Value added $10.00

-o.

*4-;

44,



Table 3. Value added and claims against output for a hypothetical firm

Value Added Claims Against Output

Sales Employee Compensation

Minus: Intermediate products Net interest
and services purchased from
other firms Profits and inventory adjustment

Depreciation

Indirect business taxes

Business transfer payments

Equals: Value added Total: Claims against output

. :. *..-..' .*,-*,*.7 ' , ' . . .... **,.*, ... .*- . .- .*..-. -... . .,* .
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measure the contribution of capital; and indirect business taxes measure the

contribution of government services such as police and fire protection,

education, etc.

To sum up, the use of the value added measure ties the measurement of

losses at the firm level to the national income accounts. Also, it is useful

*" in eliminating the measurement of intermediate product and service inputs.

* The components of value added are standard tax accounting measures for which

summary statistics are reported for various industries by the Internal Revenue

Service. This data can be useful, as will be seen later, in constructing

estimates of damage where survey data are incomplete, or inadequate.

3.2. Impact of Flooding

This section examines the theoretical basis for evaluating the losses

associated with the interruption of production and damage losses to plant,

equipment and inventories.

There are two parts to the loss issue. The first is associated with the

physical damage to plant and equipment and the loss of output to the firm.

The other part involves how to measure this loss to the regional and ational

economy. Measuring the physical damage and production loss to the firm is

reasonably straightforward. It is the second part, the measurement of losses

in the regional and national economy, that we will focus on.

We begin by focusing on two cases. The first one will be designated as

the general case and the second as the special case.

,j

N

" .S
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3.2.1. General Case: Competing firms in unaffected areas take up the slack

In the general case we consider a firm(s) producing non-differentiated

goods and/or services subjected to a natural disaster. If we assume that the

economy is at full employment equilibrium with firms carrying optimal

inventories, the introduction of a natural disaster to an area will result in

the cessation of production of the damaged firm(s) for a period of time, and

the economy would draw from existing inventories to make up the decrease in

output. The draw-down on inventories could only be replaced by non-damaged

producers extending production so as to bring inventories back to optimal

levels. This is possible because the U.S. economy often operates at less than

full employment and industrial capacity utilization data also indicate idle

capacity is generally present in the economy.
1

As most natural disasters affect only a relatively small amount of

national production, at any point in time, the loss of production would likely

soon be made up. There is a need to distinguish between a continuous

production process and a seasonal production process. In the continuous

production case it would be possible to make up the lost production within the

given accounting period of one year. For the seasonal production case, the

opportunity to make up production may not be possible (e.g., a flooded

establishment with a very short production season such as a cherry processing

plant.) The period of time is of course an important point to be

considered. In the very short-run, measured in days or in a few weeks,

national production will be lost as a result of a shutdown due to a natural

1 Research in the area of idle capacity by Winston and McCoy (1974) indicates

that firms intentionally overbuild capital stock in response to input costs
which vary rhythmically over time.

.* % .**
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disaster. Over the longer period of a year (the period of time measurement

used for standard accounting practices and tax purposes) the loss of output at

the national level would likely be made up as unaffected producers would move

.to fill the loss of production, first from inventories, and then with expanded4

output to replace inventories.
2

At the level of the local economy (a local labor market and shopping

area) a natural disaster could have a significant adverse impact on income and

employment. The loss of a few weeks or a couple of months production at firms

employing a significant number of workers could be a major economic setback to

the local economy, not only reducing income and employment for those directly

- affected but also spreading to other firms. This process can best be

described using the economic base concept. This point will be discussed in

* Section 5.

- 3.2.2. Specific Case: No alternative source of supply

In the special case we consider a firm (a monopoly) which is the sole

.- producer of a product with no substitutes. If this firm is subject to a

natural disaster, clearly there is limited opportunity to use inventories to

• .fill orders, except perhaps if the firm were to have inventories stored at

- other locations which were undamaged. Again the length of the production

:* shutdown period would be of critical importance. As the length of down-time

is extended, the more likely it would be that the firm would not be able to

recover the lost production within the one year accounting time period. For

*. 2 Kates (1965) uses a time deferral factor on production based on

a survey of managers to determine production losses.

*

.: ;:.I. . ' ~ -. ~ ** * * * -*
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example, if a firm's production was down for nine months of a year then there

is limited opportunity even with multiple shifts of regaining all of the lost

production. There is still the opportunity, however, for the damaged firm to

make up the lost output over a period of time longer than one year.

There is another consideration in examining the case of the monopoly. If

a monopoly is shut down it would likely impact the firm's suppliers and users

over the same period of time. Accordingly, the impact would spread to the

chain of suppliers and users connected with the monopoly firm (typically a

local or regional effect).

The impact on the local economy from the loss of income and employment as

a result of a shutdown by the damaged monopoly would be the same as in the

* general case of the previous section.

4-

4°
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4. ESTIMATION OF' LOST PRODUCTION

The estimation of lost production under the general case for firm(s) shut

down for a period of time because of flooding involves surveying the firms and

determining (estimating) the loss of value added that would occur during the

standard accounting period of one year, or longer if the damage should be

" extensive. The survey questionnaire would be used to identify the basic

information on the firm's loss, and relate it to a consistent set of

accounting and economic data. A basic survey questionnaire might entail the

- information specified in Tables 4 and 5 for commercial and industrial firms.

The objective of the survey of the :irm is to determine the extent of

damage to facilities and the loss of business activity as measured by value

added. It is suggested the survey of production loss be measured on an

average monthly basis. The items of information in the survey are

straightforward; however, there is some need for elaboration of the value

added measures. For the cost of labor item, proprietors and partners salary

allowance should be included along with payroll and payroll taxes. Net

interest is the difference between interest paid and any interest received on

business operating balances. Estimated depreciation is consistent with the

firm's reported depreciation for income tax purposes. Business taxes would

include property taxes, excise taxes and corporate income taxes. Business

transfer payments would include bad debts. Profit is perhaps the most

difficult for the respondent to estimate for the current year and will

typically be confused with proprietors salary. Nevertheless, the respondent

can make an estimate based on the experience of the firm in the most recent

year or two. In cases where information is extremely limited, estimates can

be derived using ratios derived from the composite tax return data for firms

A''. '-''- .
' . S ' . , . ' ' ' '

" ' ,"" , • % " ,- .• • -. .
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Table 4. Commercial Survey

Reach ____________

1. Name

la. Name of person providing information

2. Address

3. Type of business

4. Ground elevation 5. Floor elevation

6. Zero damage elevation

7. Size of building (sq. ft. of floor space)

8. Basement ___________9. Value of structure $ _______

10. Value of equipment & fixtures $ 11. Value of inventory $_ _

12. Operations information: The data requested in the following part of this
questionnaire refers to your best estimate of operations over the past
year (or two-three years if your business operations are significantly
different this year for reasons beyond disruption from flooding).

13. Sales of goods and services (Avg. monthly) $

14. Number of employees (Avg. monthly) number

15. Cost of labor (Avg. monthly payroll including fringe benefits,

proprietors/partner salary, payroll taxes) $

16. Net interest (paid less received (Avg. monthly)) $ ,

17. Profit (Avg. monthly)

* 18. Depreciation (Avg. monthly)

19. Business taxes (Avg. monthly)

20. Business transfer payments (bad debts, Avg. monthly)

21. Total value added (Items 15-20) $

22. Estimated total loss of value added as a result of flooding

(time (months) x $ loss of value added/month) $

23. Have you had flood damage in the past? yes no

Year

Estimate of structure, equipment, inventory damage

Estimate of lost production for year $

24. Do you plan to continue business operations at your current location?

25. Do you plan to expand or contract business operations at this location in

the next five years?

Survey obtained by

STitle Date
,%

S.

,.., ,....,; . ;.:,';.,, ,- \ .. . :S ,-. , . .5 * ..-...... .5 .5..'.. -. '.--. .... -.-.-. -... -.-. - . 5 -.- . .



* Table F. Industrial Survey

Reach

1. Name

la. Name of person providing information

2. Address

3. Industry classification Sic code

4. Ground elevation 5. Floor elevation

6. Zero damage elevation

7. Size of building (sq. ft. of floor space) ,

8. Value of structure $

9. Value of equipment $. 10. Value of Inventory $

11. Operations information: The data requested in the following part of this
questionnaire refers to your best estimate of operations over the past
year (or two-three years if your business operations are significantly
different this year for reasons beyond disruption from flooding).

12. Sales of goods and services (Avg. monthly) $

13. Number of employees (Avg. monthly) number

14. Cost of labor (Avg. monthly payroll including fringe benefits,

proprietors/partner salary, payroll taxes) $

' 15. Net interest (paid less received (Avg. monthly)) $

16. Profit (Avg. monthly)

17. Depreciation (Avg. monthly)

18. Business taxes (Avg. monthly)

19. Business transfer payments (bad debts, Avg. monthly)

20. Total value added (Items 14-19) $
21. Estimated total loss of value added as a result of flooding

(time (months) x $ loss of value added/month) $

22. Do you know of any adverse impact of your down time upon any of your

suppliers?

23. Have you had flood damage in the past? yes no

Year

Estimate of structure, equipment, inventory damage

Estimate of lost production for year $

24. Do you plan to continue business operations at your current location?

. 25. Do you plan to expand or contract business operations at this location in

the next five years?

Survey obtained by

Title Date

-.p

4
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which is compiled by the Internal Revenue Service. An example of this

approach is demonstrated in the Appendix.

The survey concludes with questions related to the firm's past damage

. experience and estimates of damage, and plans for business operations at the

same location in the future.

d

F.

S.
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5. ESTIMATING THE INCOME AND EMPLOYMENT ON THE LOCAL ECONOMY

5.1. Delineating Economic Areas

The impact upon the local economy is somewhat difficult to measure

because economic areas must be delineated within the context of political

boundaries. The basic local economy should include the town or city within

which the firm is located. Although the influence would likely extend to at

least the local labor and trade market area, a more appropriate delineation is

given by the functional economic area (FEA) as defined by Fox and Kumar

(1966). The FEA is based on a major trade center and includes its labor

market and shopping area within about a one hour commuting range. In Iowa the

functional economic areas include the seven standard metropolitan areas of

Davenport, Dubuque, Cedar Rapids, Waterloo, Des Moines, Sioux City and Council

Bluffs and their labor market and shopping commuting fields within about a one

hour automobile drive to the central city. Other functional economic areas in

Iowa include areas focused on Burlington, Ottumwa, Mason City, Fort Dodge and

tentatively Spencer. (See Figure 1).

The shape of the labor market-shopping center community fields is

influenced by the road system. Since Iowa's basic road system is based on a

rectangular grid system, the 55 mile per hour travel time leads to boundaries

as shown in Figure 1, where distance from perimeter to FEA center is

approximately 55 miles or one hour travel time. The functional economic area

contains a number of small towns and cities within the one hour commuting

boundary.

The extent of spillover of economic impact beyond the functional economic

area would likely be relatively insignificant for the small to medium size
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firm. Of course the shutdown of a very large firm with thousands of employees

would undoubtedly impact a larger area, even as large perhaps as a state.

Clearly, judgment is required in assessing the spatial impact of a temporary

plant shutdown as a result of flooding.

5.2. Economic Area Export-Base Multiplier

The measurement of the impacts of the loss of income and employment for

the local area can be done with reasonable accuracy using export-base

multiplier analysis. While an econometric model of the economic area as

proposed by Ellson, Milliman, and Roberts (1984) would be the better way to

* "approach the measurement of the impact of flooding damage, it would generally

involve greater costs than justified given that alternative methods exist

which are significantly cheaper to implement and which perform reasonably

well.

In the export-base model, the economy is divided into two major sectors,

those providing goods and services for export outside the region, and those

-sectors producing goods and services for the local economy. The basic

theoretical construct underlying the model is that an increase (decrease) in

exports from the area or region increases (decreases) the flow of income to

the area. This in turn causes an increase (decrease) in demand for the goods

*. and services provided by the service or local sector. The economic

interdependence between the export sector and local sector results in a

multiplier effect. It is this multiplier effect we want to estimate so that

the total impact of a change in output for the area can be estimated.

The economic base model can be implemented with area employment data by

determining those firms and their employment which export outside the region,

*°,- . .. ".-... • -I . . . . . .. .. .... \. . .. '.. ....
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or the portion of their output which is exported outside the region, and those

firms and their employment which produce only for local consumption. While

the concept of whether a firm produces for export or local sector, or both, is

straightforward, this determination is difficult for an urban area short of

surveying every establishment. Short of surveying the entire urban area or

*. region, three alternative approaches are suggested for deriving the export-

*. base multiplier based on tests of multiplier accuracy (Barnard and Ballman

(1979). These authors reported accuracy was best for multipliers developed

from input-output or intersectoral flows analysis, next by multipliers

"" developed using location quotients, and finally, the least accurate were

" multipliers developed by an ad hoc approach of assigning sectors between the

export and service sectors.3  If an existing input-output or intersectoral

flows analysis model is available for the economic area, the implied economic

base multiplier from this model should be used. If an input-output model does

not exist, then an alternative method is needed to allocate employment into

the export and service (or local) classifications. 4

Once economic area employment has been allocated to export and local

employment, the economic base employment multiplier, (K), can be estimated,

* i.e.,

K - total employment
export employment'

An example of deriving an export base multiplier is given in the Appendix.

3 For similar conclusions see, Isserman (1980), Gibson and Worden (1981), and
Brodsky and Sartaty (1977).

For instance, the assignment method which assigns the manufacturing sectors
to the export sector, or the location quotient method which assigns portions

'" of the various sectors to the export sector.

.
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If the damage occurred to firms in the export sector, then the impact of

a change in employment can be estimated as follows:

A Total employment = K(A Export employment).

Similarly, the estimated loss of the area's value added or personal income can

be estimated using the same multiplier. For example, if K = 1.75 and the

estimated impact on the export sector's value added is $10 million, then the

total reduction of the local economy's value added is $17.5 million.

Since the basic assumption in the export-base theory is that the local

sector expands or contracts based on changes induced by the export sector, if

the damage occurred to firms in the service sector then the loss of a limited

amount of service sector production would likely be made up by the expansion

of output of the other firms in the local service sector. If, however, the

impact on the local service sector were to be extensive, or the only firm

serving the area of a particular kind, then clearly there would be an impact

on the local service sector equal to the sum of the losses of output of the

damaged firms in the local service sector.

Thus, it is important to determine if the damage is done to firms in the

export, or local sector. This is because they are multiplier effects on the

local economy (in addition to the direct business losses) if the firms

affected are export oriented, and only the direct business losses if the firms

affected are service oriented.

5.3. Summary

The methodology described above can be used to develop estimates of the
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*. loss of business production from flooding. The value added measure is useful

in measuring losses in that it provides a comprehensive measure comparable to

the Gross National Product.

The concept of the functional economic area can be used to delineate an

economic area for measuring the impact of business loss. The use of the

export-base model is suggested as the means for estimating the impact of flood

losses on the local area economy.
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APPENDIX

1. Methods for Estimating Selected Components of Value Added

The business person contacted by the interviewer to provide information

on the operations of a flood damaged firm may not know, or may not feel

inclined to respond to, all questions on the survey questionnaire, especially

the specific questions directed to the income statement of the firm. In this

case, estimates can be made based on data reported in the Internal Revenue

Service (IRS) reports, Statistics of Income. The IRS publishes tax return

data on firms by legal filing status, i.e., sole proprietorships,

partnerships, and corporations by major industry sector. The business

*. operations data include the components that are needed to estimate value added

for the individual firms in a flood damage survey where data may be missing.

Information must be obtained from the firm (or estimated) for at least

one key component related to output such as sales, number of employees, and/or

payroll. If data cannot be obtained on these items from the firm, the

- interviewer must seek the information elsewhere, such as the local chamber of

". commerce, or make his own estimate of one of these basic data items and

proceed from there. Number of employees is a fundamental piece of information

indicating size of operation for each type of business. Once this is

obtained, then an estimate of cost of labor, sales, and other items can be

estimated.

The following example assumes the interviewer can only obtain number of

. employees and payroll data from a sole propriecorship in the printing and

"* publishing sector of a sole proprietorship firm. From the IRS data on sole

proprietorships for 1981, estimates of the other information needed to
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complete the survey can be estimated using ratio estimates derived from the

IRS data.

Example: Compute the following ratios from the IRS data:

Sales

Income from sales and operations 2,930,517
Cost of labor 6.7,32

Net Interest

Interest on business indebtedness 41,451 - 0.0678Cost of labor 611,389

Profit

Net income 454,171
Cost of labor 611,389

Depreciation

d Depreciation 127,355Cost of labor 611,389

Business Taxes

Tx Taxes 57,694
Cost of labor 611,389 0.0944

Business Transfer Payments

Bad debts from sales or services 80954Tr :::0.0146
Cost of labor 611,389

Estimates of the value added components for the firm in the survey can be

obtained by multiplying the computed ratios for each component, e.g., for

sales:

Sales of flood damaged firm = 4.793 x (cost of labor for flood damaged firm).

This procedure would be carried out with the appropriate ratio estimate for

each component of value added.

*%,.. .. e ° . . -'..,. , o . •, , . . * . . . . - * .. d * M
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2. Economic Area Export-Base Multipliers

Central to the derivation of the export-base multiplier is the procedure

of determining which sectors, or portions of a sector, are involved in export

activity from the economic area. As mentioned in the body of the report, the

export-base multiplier derived from using location quotients generally

produces a multiplier that yields less error in estimating the change in area

economic activity than an ad hoc approach of determining export and local

service activity.

The location quotient approach estimates export activity by forming a

location quotient ratio for each sector, i.e.,

e.

e
(1) Li E

E.1

* where,

ei = employment in the ith sector in the economic area,

e = total employment in the economic area,

Ei  employment in the ith sector in the national economy,

E total employment in the national economy.

If Li is greater than 1 this would indicate that the local sector was an

export sector. If Li is equal to 1 then it would indicate the sector was

self-sufficient, i.e., that the area produced enough output to satisfy its own

requirements. If Li is less than 1 it indicates that goods and services for

that sector must be imported. The extent that a sector Li is greater than 1

*" is an indication of the extent of export activity. If, for example, the

4''' . . . . . > . , . _ . _ .. .. .. . . . . .,. , . ... , . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Li = 2, then it is assumed 50 percent of the output of the sector is exported,

and thus, 50 percent of the employment of the sector would be assigned to

* export activity. It should be noted the location quotient method is likely to

understate the area's exports, as the method assumes all local consumption of

an exported good comes entirely from local production. Accordingly, judgment

and additional information can improve the accuracy of the location quotient

method.

In the ad hoc approach, sectors are assigned to export and service

categories based on the best information the analyst has of the sectors of the

area economy. Typically, most manufacturing sectors would be assigned to the

export sector and the trade, utility, services, and finance, real estate and

insurance sectors would be assigned to the local service sector. The

construction sector takes some special consideration based upon the extent

- local construction firms may be involved in work beyond the boundaries of the

" area economy.

The basic unit for collecting and reporting employment data by state and

federal agencies (State Job Service Departments in cooperation with the U.S.

Department of Labor) is the county. If the area of interest is a small

community, employment data will likely have to be estimated. A possible

source of data is the local Chamber of Commerce which may have assembled

economic data from a survey of local firms in the community. If there are no

published sources of employment data for the local area, then a survey will

have to be taken. A survey which included the major firms coupled with a

sample of the smaller business firms from which estimates of employment can be

generated for all firms in the local area could be used to generate export

employment, local employment, and total employment.

i.. .'. . _ ,.,• , •.- j . . ,% - ~l . - . ,'. _ .. •. •. . .•. .-. . .. .. -. • ".....'
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